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Course
Description

This course is skillfully
designed to take you through
a big transformation as a
communicator while focusing
on one presentation, interview
or talk.  

Over the sessions you will be
able to explore and perfect
your delivery through a clear
outlined plan, and experience
significant improvement from
session 1. 

With this course you will gain
and train important tools and
methodologies which you will
be able to recycle and utilize in
other scenarios. 
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Who is it for?

This training is intended for professionals,
PhD candidates, or business people that
have one important presentation or talk
ahead, and wish to improve on their
delivery for optimal results.
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What is the duration?

This course has the duration of 5 sessions
in total, that can be taken once or twice
weekly.



 

Focus Points

Vocal Quality & Efficiency

Vocal Projection 

Body Language for presentations

Goal-Oriented Vocal Expression

Physical and Mind-set

preparation
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What will you 
accomplish?

Speaking with an impactful voice
quality, ease and projection

Speaking with clarity and consistency
of sound production and breath
control over long periods of time.

Demonstrating a confident and open
Body-Language.
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Creating rapport with your audience
and clients.

Creating a trustworthy and lasting first
impression.

Using Goal-Oriented Vocal Expression
to create authority, add variety and
make your presentation more
memorable.

Effectively preparing your body and
mind-set before the presentation.
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Methodology

This course is structured to give

you maximum information and

content through the lenses of your

chosen scenario. 

There is a clear before and after

moment with recordings and

evaluations. During the sessions

you will learn and apply different

tools to your scenario, while

adjusting them to your challenges

and goals.
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Would you like more information?
Book a FREE Discovery Call

info@vocaldynamics.nl

Share it out to the world

www.vocaldynamics.nl vocal.dynamics


